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VERSION HISTORY
Vers 1.0 - First private version by Xave Team
Vers 1.1.03 - Tokenomics update by Leandro Moleón and Jack Saracco.
Vers 1.2.01 - Updated by Juan M. Cufré, inclusion of Xave Gateway that incorporates the
functions of NFA, removal of NFA as a stand-alone Xave project and as an ERC. Added Xave
Infinity and Xave Alphaverse. Update and review of tokenomics. Added XVC vesting details
and new exchange listing dates. Minor fixes.
Vers. 1.2.02 - Updated by Matías Calzada, Hernan Portugal, Diego M. Balan and Juan M.
Cufré, simplification and error correction. Added fee per ticket. Updates in Vesting and
Distribution graphs.
Vers 1.2.02.03 - Various error fixes.
Vers. 1.22.01 - Added token vesting schedule details and graphs.
Vers. 1.22.02 - Vesting schedule fixes. (Current)

FUNGIBLE ASSETS
Xave Coin is a “digital asset”, ERC20 and BEP20 type digital currency or token, deployed on
Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain. Oriented as the digital asset with which the monetization
of an ecosystem of companies, products related to music, cultural events, artists, producers
and any audiovisual content generator will be carried out.
Its objective is to give an economic boost to the described ecosystem, providing tools that will
allow users to considerably boost this market for the development of artistic and creative
products through consumption/use in the associated platforms where the
payment/collection processor is installed.
Xave Coin is a digital currency dedicated to use in social and cultural media related to music,
creativity and art in general, including but not limited to theater, shows and concerts. The
purpose of the platform will be to provide the tools to the users and active parties, for the
purchase, sale, exchange, award and distribution of the ERC20 tokens on which the platform
and the active projects are based.
The digital currency will be used to buy and sell graphic assets, tickets to cultural events,
subscriptions to digital products, digital Pay-Per-View products, digital tickets, royalties to
artists, donations between users, investments, peer-to-peer exchange (including on platforms
of Crypto Exchange) and rewards to users for the consumption of the different platforms
associated with this mechanism (in accordance with the provisions established by the
Marketing department), among others.

OPERABILITY
Xave Alphaverse
A metaverse oriented to music and creativity, with original features, mainly oriented to
generate opportunities for content creators and publishers by using the technology provided
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by Xave Gateway, Xave Marketplace and the NFT tokens operation provided by NFT models.
Exclusive to Xave. Destined to be the frontend of the entire platform.

Xave Alphaverse will allow users to buy spaces, parcels, buildings, commercial premises and
apartments for commercial use and rent to other users, enabling these functions
progressively during its different stages of development.

Early versions of Xave Alphaverse (Alpha and Beta versions)
before integration with Xave Gateway
USE OF NFT TOKENS AS ACCESS CONTROL AND PERMISSIONS
NFT tokens can be used within the Xave Alphaverse and later within the Xave Gateway as access
permissions for predefined actions in the Metaverse code. NFTs will prove possession and, where
appropriate, may modify key aspects of an object visible to other users while they have the NFT in
their possession.
After the development of Xave Gateway and its implementation, such NFTs may be used by other
users under the mechanics of rent or loan with any of the conditions allowed by the "Deals" block
of Xave Gateway Rule Builder.

100% BLOCKCHAIN TICKETING SYSTEM: XAVE ACCESS
In addition to the functions related to NFTs, Xave will allow in its first public versions the
consumption and access to events and audiovisual content through a ticketing and access control
mechanism governed by a specialized smart contract, exclusively on the Binance Smart Chain
network.
This smart contract will have a variety of functionalities related to fundraising, commission
distribution and granular access permissions, to provide Xave Alphaverse with a powerful
blockchain ticketing engine for any event inside and outside the metaverse.
The operation of this mechanism is that of access by pre-established time, defined in "business
modes" identified by an alphanumeric ID that contains the parameters of distribution of funds,
price of each ticket, duration of each access and revocability of withdrawal of funds by
administrators optional. Then "assets" (videos, access passes, etc.) that are configured with said
"business modes" can be defined, registering the purchases within a "business mode" data array.
Subsequently, an address or the holder of an authorized NFT token in the "business mode" will be
able to withdraw the funds in the corresponding proportion. In this way, each ticket purchased in
a business mode will result in a pre-established distribution of funds that each counterparty can
then extract from the contract whenever they wish.
As a standard, a fee per event of 10% of the proceeds for Xave and 90% for the artist(s) is
considered. These aspects can be configured on demand, specifying the addresses of the
collectors and their exact ratio per ticket.
This smart contract will be developed using Solidity as the programming language, and a contract
will be displayed for each token used as a means of payment. The source code will be published in
the official Xave Project Git so that it can be publicly audited.
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Artist Token
Artist Tokens (NFTs) are officially licensed collectible digital cards of various celebrities in the
music industry.
Fans will be able to collect them by raising or lowering the value of each one depending on
the demand for them, as well as the real activity of the artist, his career, new releases,
concerts, tours, etc.
Under a kind of gamification that uses "blockchain" technology, users called "fans" will be
able to buy and sell cards through the "XAVE" Official Marketplace. Also, they can participate
in various trivia and games in order to win different prizes.
●

Standard number of cards per artist to be issued:

〉
〉
〉

1 unique (Platinum)
10 (Gold)
100 (Silver)

This amount may, in some cases, vary depending on the artist.
The user/fan will be able to acquire the amount they want through various auctions and
pre-sales. Those fans who manage to complete collections will get special prizes. This
compensation model, designed in common agreement with the artist, will be set in advance
as incentives to increase the demand and exchange of digital assets.
The digital cards - tokens (NFT) - are designed so that music lovers can take advantage of their
knowledge as true fans and thus get a return on their investment and, at the same time, be
part of their favorite artist.

Token per Song
One Song, one Token.
A new opportunity for fans to invest in their favorite songs, in the artists they are most
passionate about and be part of their music.
Fans will be able to acquire, depending on the artist, a collectible card linked to the song
corresponding to the token (NFT), a part (%) of the intellectual property rights, or a
percentage of the royalties from the record area.
Through the Xave Marketplace, fans will be able to acquire the tokens (NFT) of the songs they
wish to invest. Said non-fungible tokens will be limited and their initial value will be stipulated
by the demand in the pre-sale, finally being marketed under the "auction", "batch sale" or
"individual sale" method.
Depending on the positioning of the artist, the traction of the song and the monetization it
generates in the various digital stores, the value of said token (NFT) will increase or decrease.
The investment raised by the sale of tokens will be used to promote the song on various
digital platforms, thus generating constant feedback that capitalizes on the artist (record and
publishing royalties) and the song token (increase in value), therefore , to the fan.
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“Artist Tokens” and “Song Tokens” will give Fans a sense of belonging and participation, of
being part of the artist, something they have never been able to experience before.

Token per Concert
Xave “Token per Concert” proposes to take the traditional financing model for concerts and
cultural events based on the ticketing model to a new level with the use of NFT tokens to generate
financing for the early stages of organizing events.
When musical events are organized, normally the organizing entities start with negative finances,
since prior to the sale of tickets and communication they must ensure, mainly, the location,
production, communication, cachet of musicians, etc. Such aspects require an initial outlay that is
usually large. This, in the current and traditional environment, is considered an investment with
expectation of recovery through ticketing, sponsorship and streaming, which is usually a great
attraction for investors.
Xave “Token for Concert” allows the community of fans to be part of the group of investors, by
selling NFT tokens to finance the aforementioned initial stage of a concert or cultural event
related to music. Then, the holders of these NFT tokens will be able to accredit themselves to
withdraw the funds collected in the process of ticketing, sponsorship and streaming by using the
preliminary version of the 100% blockchain ticketing system or, subsequently, directly receive the
funds raised through Xave Gateway.
For this, the sales of the NFT tokens necessary for such a feat will be marketed with a guarantee
system for the return of funds based on a smart contract in charge of carrying out an Escrow
(guarantee deposit) that will return the funds if the objective is not reached. of financing, or will
allow the release of the same if the objective is met. In turn, if the goal is reached, the NFT tokens
reserved as collateral will be minted in the name of the buyers, allowing them to later withdraw
the funds collected in the ticket sales process.
Once the NFT tokens have been minted and delivered to their buyers, they will also be able to
trade them at other securities, at will, as the right to withdraw the proceeds from the ticketing
system or to receive them in your Xave Gateway account will be the current holder of the NFT
token and not the initial purchaser.

TOKENOMICS ENGINE FOR METAVERSES: XAVE
GATEWAY
Xave is an ecosystem of hybrid products between blockchain and cloud technology, which will
provide users with tools to create and trade non-fungible or collectible tokens, as well as the
opportunity to create economic logic with a new visual tool, which can then be used within
and outside of the Xave Alphaverse and Xave Marketplace for peer-to-peer trading.
All these operations are carried out in a centralized multi-platform and multi-blockchain
system that we call Xave Gateway, a gateway to all the possible business logics of this
metaverse and of all those who want to connect to technology outside of it. Xave Gateway
provides users with a centralized engine for Staking operations, exchange services, loans,
sales of non-NFT products between users, gifts, commissions, rewards and prizes. It is the
gateway to all the possible business logics of this metaverse and of all those who want to
connect to technology.
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All operations rely on the input and output of XVC tokens from multiple blockchains, to then
manage user balances more flexibly,
so the user can withdraw or deposit in his Gateway Balance whenever he wishes, from and to
any of the available block chains.
The core of the entire XVC token economy resides within the Xave Gateway. Operations are
managed in real time in a centralized system. In this way, Xave Gateway allows access to
certain microeconomic schemes such as Staking, Governance, Staking to open worlds,
Burning tokens, Atomic transactions between peers, Rewards based on time, among others.
Users, companies and providers of audiovisual content are considered "accounts" alike, and
each of them can generate logical business rules using a simple and modular mechanism
called Rule Builder: An "Economic Rules Assembler" where each account can specify through
processes and metadata those objects and services that you want to market, what levels of
access you require, and with what business logic you can access them. Users will then be able
to make exchanges, loans, sales, rentals and access passes (tickets) with each other, to name
a few examples, just by building a business rule using pre-established blocks. These blocks will
be updated periodically and it will be possible to add new blocks in later versions of Xave
Gateway.
With this tool we intend to provide the ecosystem with a simple method, scalable without
limits, so that any user, content creator or company can port their business models to the
metaverse without friction, and with a smooth learning curve. The rules do not require
programming knowledge or execute any type of blockchain function directly.
Gateway provides accounts with the following functions, which will be implemented
gradually during its development:

Time-Based Rewards
It is possible to generate rewards based on bags of tokens that are distributed in
predetermined blocks of time, designed to reward users for certain constant actions (for
example, installing a mobile App or subscribing to an event). This scheme allows the same
pool of rewards to be uniformly distributed among an endless number of users, automatically
adjusting the prize per time window in real time in relation to the number of active users.
Thus, if a user withdraws, the others will get more of each reward.

Staking on virtual financial assets
Xave Gateway allows Staking on any asset that generates profits. In this way, users will be
able to invest in assets that can grow and generate profits. Profits are distributed
proportionally to the Stakers, based on the portion of the Stake they have deposited. Properly
harnessed, this tool could enable the exponential growth of any asset in the metaverse or
beyond. This type of Staking delivers LP tokens specific to each Stake pool, used by the system
to track who should deliver profits.
The percentage of Stake that the user has is proportional to the percentage of profit that he
receives. That is, the n% of the profit of the financial asset divided among the Stakeholders.
This Stake could, as long as it can be guaranteed, be used for investment in activities that
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generate revenue for the asset, thus enhancing profits for the user and acting as funding for
the asset. The tokens placed in these schemes are locked for certain times for each offer.

Liquidity Provider Token (LP***)
An exclusive token for use within Xave Gateway. It is the guarantee of Staking in earning
applications, such as validators and Staking on assets. Stake prizes are paid in these virtual
tokens. It is always worth the same as the XVC and can be used in the same way as the XVC. It
represents the value locked in a Staking, so that any Stake reward can be claimed with just
the possession of these tokens. The mechanics of using these tokens allow users to quickly
enter and exit the Staking systems.

Atomic peer-to-peer transactions, loans and rentals of in-game items and
NFTs
Certain P2P operations such as the sale of services or products (ticketing, PPV, access NFT,
etc.) within the metaverse may involve several transactions between registered peers, for
example, for the payment of commissions, royalties and shares of the same service or
product . These operations can be configured as "Atomic Transactions" using the Rule Builder.
In this way, the creation of business logic can be used by audiovisual content providers to
provide a crypto-friendly experience with no more effort than integrating the product and the
business mechanics in Xave Gateway.
This opens the door to the generation of peer-to-peer services, where some users can
perform actions on behalf of other user(s). Each user will be able to define a cost for carrying
out these operations, which may be "percentage commissions" or "pre-established cost".
This function expands the possibility of acquiring products within the metaverse, generated
by individuals or companies, which can then also be used in reality. Eg: Car sales inside and
outside the metaverse or purchase of tickets inside the metaverse that can be used in a real
event. It is also possible to specify pre-established product resale conditions by the creator of
the virtual product or an NFT (NFTs outside of Xave Gateway, only available on Xave
Marketplace and external compatible with Xave Gateway metadata), useful for real estate,
mobility, objects in-game, among others.
Diagram 1: Payment of royalties for one-to-many services with 2 royalty receiving accounts

Diagram 2: Payment of royalties in a one-to-one product with a single creator.
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Other native Xave Gateway operations
Staking for opening worlds in Xave Alphaverse
Xave Gateway can be configured to generate a non-prize stake goal for users who wish to vote
their stake for the opening of a zone, world, or island within the Xave Alphaverse. To do this,
two dates and a threshold to be crossed are established. The first date is the limit to cross
that threshold, which defines the cancellation or completion of the opening. The second date
is the final opening.
The total stake can then be used to buy assets (buildings, zones, land, etc.) at a preferential
price. Only what is staked can be used, so the special price offer is exclusive to those who
have staked enough to buy it.
This Staking does not deliver LP tokens. It is instead a fixed token lock with no revenue.

Total supply token burning
Xave Gateway burns XVC tokens in relation to the amount of commission charged for each
transaction made. 50% of the commissions are destined to the burning of tokens until
reaching the burning of 20% of the total supply of XVC.

Creation of "vCoins" or Virtual Tokens for the assembly of exclusive
nano-economies of the metaverse or of a special zone
Certain coins are only collectible to access certain exclusive features.
This is the case of the vCoin "Freedom". This token is a prize for each action of use of the XVC
or an LP*** within Xave Gateway, and allows its holders access to early functions,
project-defining votes (similar to a DAO), and access to special openings of worlds in which to
start staking it will be necessary to have a number of Freedom tokens determined by the
difficulty of acquisition at the time of the announcement.

API and Dashboard to operate outside the metaverse
This system allows user or business accounts that are only interested in staking or renting
their NFTs to operate various features without using an Avatar. This is achieved through the
use of a web Dashboard that allows you to operate and connect with other Xave Alphaverse
users from outside of it.
In addition, it is possible to operate with your own dashboards through the use of a REST API.
The economic transactions carried out with the REST API have a different cost than the native
transactions.
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Transaction fees
Every transaction using XVC between Xave Gateway users has a cost for the system of 2%,
except in the case of the use of bots whose commission rises to 2.5%.
Any transaction that uses virtual tokens (Freedom and Xaverim) has no cost, except in the
case of the use of bots whose commission is 0.5%. The virtual tokens captured by the use of
bots return to the treasury to be distributed in the official Rewards programs.

XAVE COIN IN XAVE ALPHAVERSE
In addition to the internal economic circuit of the Marketplace, Xave Coin may be used
outside the Xave Marketplace ecosystem, to acquire plots, properties, accessories and
services within the Xave Alphaverse. An immersive metaverse dedicated to art, entertainment
and music with GoMusic City as its main focus, the city of music.
Within the Xave Alphaverse metaverse, users will receive rewards, which will be delivered in
different trading actions in XVC token. Xave Alphaverse was born by merging our traditional
GoMusic OTT with a metaverse in 3D gaming format.
In addition to this new form of consumption, it also retains its traditional form of applications
and web platform for those users who do not wish to participate in the virtual experience,
with Xave Coin being a central means of purchasing service subscriptions.
Any platform related to the Xave project will be able to freely incorporate this new token as a
means of payment, making special mention at this point to our already existing network of
Partners and associated Ticketeras to promote this model, who will provide Xave tokens as a
payment option through Xave Gateway.
In this way, they will be able to provide their users with the possibility of acquiring products,
such as tickets and unique experiences, using the Xave Coin token. In addition, our network of
partners will have a pool of tokens available to deliver as a prize and/or reward to its users for
studied actions that encourage the use of the token inside and outside the metaverse
ecosystem.
The objective is that those providers that have a development team without blockchain
experience can incorporate the payment method in a short time, assisted by understandable
documentation and an easy-to-implement API. Through this strategy, the tokens distributed
in the partner markets and in the Xave Alphaverse, added to the activity of the Xave
ecosystem and its Marketplace, foresee an active and incessant economic flow that will allow
the parties involved to generate incentives and recover the tokens in short periods. of time,
making it easy for users to learn about the product and experience it, or generate profits by
trading within the Xave Metaverse and the Xave NFT Marketplace.

XVC TOKEN ECONOMY
To protect our community's investments in the exchanges, we will distribute 750 million
tokens in various stages of sale, segmented by periods and by maximum sales volumes per
capita. These sales will result in tokens locked by Smart Contract, which will be credited on
demand after a certain date and in staggered periods. The operations will be carried out on
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the Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain networks, against the interfaces of the ERC20 and
BEP20 contract of Xave Coin. In the meantime, the products and networks where the token
can be purchased by retail purchase will gradually become available as the products are
finalized.
On the other hand, the promotional actions that acquire tokens at the beginning of the
project will use XVC synthetic tokens on the aforementioned networks. Such tokens will have
an exchange process aided by a portal and a smart contract in charge of burning the
synthetics and exchanging them for XVC through a very simple Web3 interface, to which
access will be provided from the unlock dates determined in the stages. of presale.
Said synthetics will be referred to as “Wrapped XaveCoin” and “Long-Wrapped XaveCoin” or
“WXVC” and “SXVC”. The unlocking of WXVC delivered in Airdrops will be carried out
gradually during the course of the year 2023 using an Allowance system for the smart
contract that will carry out the Swap. Such events will be communicated through the official
social networks of the project, they will be without scheduled dates and with the greatest
possible randomness to avoid abuse of the system by bots and automated mechanisms.

Token generation events
The first version of the XVC token was generated based on the token definition drafted in the
ERC20 compiled in Solidity v0.7.6+commit.7338295f, it was first deployed on the Ethereum
Mainnet on 2021-03-20 under the address 0x4fABf135bCF8111671870d4399af739683198f96
and then on 2021-06-11 the first synthetic token “Wrapped XaveCoin” with the ticker “WXVC”
was deployed on the same network, under the address
0x34F4778821d41e9D952c57AF70Ab53406F82C7c6 to allow the delivery of the first token
guarantees without releasing the original token to the market and to the people involved in the
early stages of the project.
Subsequently, the Binance Smart Chain network was incorporated, for which three tokens were
deployed with the same code and compiler version as their counterpart on the Ethereum
Mainnet, with the differences to adapt to the BEP20 specification. XVC.BSC was deployed under
the address 0xffe2a166a3ea6dd7bb11b2c48f08f1e4202d4e78 on 2021-09-21, then two synthetic
tokens were deployed on the same network, “Wrapped XaveCoin” with the ticker “WXVC” in
0x1d0eC846cb054712b9c0Ec40D2861F5b34AE0C52 on 2021-09-23 and “Long-Wrapped
XaveCoin” with ticker “SXVC” on 0x7cfe95de266e0c4fb445b44726c8818b84438ebb on
2021-10-29. Currently, it continues to operate mainly on the Binance Smart Chain network due to
its low usage costs and its high transaction rate.

Multi-blockchain operation
The XVC token will operate on a variety of networks as the project develops. For this purpose,
Xave Gateway will operate as a bridge between all available networks. To fulfill this purpose, the
tokens deployed in the networks where they are going to operate (currently Binance Smart Chain
and Ethereum Mainnet) will have the same supply in all networks, in order to later be able to
match and catch that supply between the bridges, so that the total circulating of all networks are
equivalent to the total supply of a single token in a single network.
In addition to Xave Gateway as a bridge, Xave will take advantage of third-party Inter-network
bridge technologies to facilitate the operation of the token outside the project's ecosystem,
mainly during the early stages of development of the products proposed in this document.
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Public Sale
Community presale
Date: 8/10/2021 to 28/02/2022
XVC Supply - 250M
Price: 0,0015 USD per unit.
Blocking 0 to 500 USD - Vesting until 09/06/2022
Blocking +500 USD - Vesting until 09/07/2022
Stage 1 (IEO)
Date: 10/03/2022
Price: 0,003 USDT per unit.
Stage 2 (IEO)
Date: 17/03/2022
Price: 0,004 USDT per unit.
Stage 3 (IEO, without limit)
Date: 23/03/2022
Price: 0,005 per unit.
Listing on exchanges
Date: As of 28/03/2022
Price: 0,0050

Initial Distribution
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Public Sale 10%
Private Sale 5%
Strategic partners 5%
Company 6%
Xave Foundation 2%
Advisors 1%

●
●
●
●
●

Laboratory 11%
Marketing 25,5%
XAVE Ecosystem 8%
Rewards 14,5%
Team 12%

Vesting
The XaveCoin tokens distributed according to the configuration detailed in the initial distribution
will be locked with a smart contract to establish the following Vesting table. The details, audit and
direction of said smart contract will be published in the next update of this document.
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Token vesting schedule details
TGE (Year 1)
Totals in XVC

Description Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

xvc 500.000.000 Public Sale

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 250.000.000 Private Sale

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

Strategic
xvc 250.000.000 partners

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 300.000.000 Company

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

Xave
xvc 100.000.000 Foundation

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 50.000.000 Advisors
xvc 550.000.000 Xave Labs
xvc
1.275.000.000 Marketing
Xave
xvc 400.000.000 Ecosystem

xvc 0 xvc 10.000.000 xvc 20.000.000 xvc 20.000.000
xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0
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xvc 725.000.000 Rewards

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 600.000.000 Team

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

Total expected circulating
supply

XVC 0

XVC
10.000.000

XVC
20.000.000

XVC
20.000.000

Total % of total supply

0,00%

0,20%

0,40%

0,40%

Yr 2022
Totals in XVC

Description Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

xvc
300.000.000

xvc
500.000.000

xvc
500.000.000

xvc
500.000.000

xvc 250.000.000 Private Sale

xvc 0

xvc
150.000.000

xvc
200.000.000

xvc
200.000.000

Strategic
xvc 250.000.000 partners

xvc 0 xvc 50.000.000 xvc 75.000.000 xvc 75.000.000

xvc 300.000.000 Company

xvc 0

Xave
xvc 100.000.000 Foundation

xvc 0

xvc 500.000.000 Public Sale

xvc 0

xvc 8.000.000 xvc 12.000.000

xvc 1.000.000 xvc 25.000.000 xvc 25.000.000

xvc 50.000.000 Advisors

xvc 30.000.000 xvc 30.000.000 xvc 40.000.000 xvc 40.000.000

xvc 550.000.000 Xave Labs

xvc 25.000.000 xvc 25.000.000 xvc 50.000.000 xvc 75.000.000

xvc
1.275.000.000 Marketing

xvc 10.000.000

xvc
120.000.000

xvc
145.000.000

xvc
170.000.000

Xave
xvc 400.000.000 Ecosystem

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc
100.000.000

xvc
100.000.000

xvc 725.000.000 Rewards

xvc 0

xvc
100.000.000

xvc
100.000.000

xvc
150.000.000

xvc 600.000.000 Team

xvc 0

xvc 300.000

xvc 600.000

xvc 600.000

Total expected circulating
supply

XVC
365.000.000

XVC
976.300.000

XVC
1.243.600.000

XVC
1.347.600.000

Total % of total supply

7,30%

19,53%

24,87%

26,95%

Yr 2023
Totals in XVC

Description Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

xvc 500.000.000 Public Sale

xvc
500.000.000

xvc
500.000.000

xvc
500.000.000

xvc
500.000.000

xvc 250.000.000 Private Sale

xvc
200.000.000

xvc
200.000.000

xvc
200.000.000

xvc
200.000.000

Strategic
xvc 250.000.000 partners

xvc
100.000.000

xvc
100.000.000

xvc
150.000.000

xvc
150.000.000

xvc 300.000.000 Company

xvc 12.000.000 xvc 12.000.000 xvc 12.000.000 xvc 12.000.000
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Xave
xvc 100.000.000 Foundation
xvc 50.000.000 Advisors

xvc 25.000.000 xvc 25.000.000 xvc 25.000.000 xvc 25.000.000
xvc 40.000.000 xvc 40.000.000 xvc 40.000.000 xvc 40.000.000
xvc
100.000.000

xvc
100.000.000

xvc
140.000.000

xvc
140.000.000

xvc
220.000.000

xvc
310.000.000

xvc
420.000.000

xvc
450.000.000

Xave
xvc 400.000.000 Ecosystem

xvc
200.000.000

xvc
200.000.000

xvc
200.000.000

xvc
200.000.000

xvc 725.000.000 Rewards

xvc
250.000.000

xvc
375.000.000

xvc
375.000.000

xvc
450.000.000

xvc 600.000.000 Team

xvc
120.000.000

xvc
210.000.000

xvc
210.000.000

xvc
210.000.000

Total expected circulating
supply

XVC
1.767.000.000

XVC
2.072.000.000

XVC
2.272.000.000

XVC
2.377.000.000

Total % of total supply

35,34%

41,44%

45,44%

47,54%

xvc 550.000.000 Xave Labs
xvc
1.275.000.000 Marketing

End of token
vesting

Yr 2024 onwards
Totals in XVC

Description Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

xvc 500.000.000 Public Sale

xvc
500.000.000

xvc
500.000.000

xvc
500.000.000

xvc
500.000.000

xvc 250.000.000 Private Sale

xvc
250.000.000

xvc
250.000.000

xvc
250.000.000

xvc
250.000.000

Strategic
xvc 250.000.000 partners

xvc
150.000.000

xvc
150.000.000

xvc
150.000.000

xvc
250.000.000

xvc 300.000.000 Company

xvc 50.000.000

xvc
120.000.000

xvc
120.000.000

xvc
300.000.000

Xave
xvc 100.000.000 Foundation

xvc 50.000.000 xvc 50.000.000 xvc 75.000.000

xvc
100.000.000

xvc 50.000.000 Advisors

xvc 50.000.000 xvc 50.000.000 xvc 50.000.000 xvc 50.000.000
xvc
200.000.000

xvc
360.000.000

xvc
450.000.000

xvc
550.000.000

xvc
555.000.000

xvc
700.000.000

xvc
1.050.000.000

xvc
1.275.000.000

Xave
xvc 400.000.000 Ecosystem

xvc
250.000.000

xvc
250.000.000

xvc
250.000.000

xvc
400.000.000

xvc 725.000.000 Rewards

xvc
630.000.000

xvc
630.000.000

xvc
725.000.000

xvc
725.000.000

xvc 600.000.000 Team

xvc
330.000.000

xvc
450.000.000

xvc
450.000.000

xvc
600.000.000

XVC

XVC

XVC

XVC

xvc 550.000.000 Xave Labs
xvc
1.275.000.000 Marketing

Total expected circulating
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supply

3.015.000.000

3.510.000.000

4.070.000.000

5.000.000.000

Total % of total supply

60,30%

70,20%

81,40%

100,00%

LINKS
XAVE WORLD
https://xave.world
XAVE COIN
https://xavecoin.com
XAVE MARKET
https://xave.market
LINKEDIN
https://www.linkedin.com/company/xavecoin
TWITTER
https://twitter.com/xavecoin
https://twitter.com/xavemarket
INSTAGRAM
https://www.instagram.com/xavecoin
https://www.instagram.com/xavemarket
MEDIUM
https://medium.com/@xavecoin
DISCORD
https://discord.com/channels/xavecoin
YOUTUBE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCSIHz2WB0-WOFGLRUZqmHg
OFFICIAL GIT PAGE
https://git.xavecoin.com/public/

PARTNERS
〉
〉
〉
〉
〉

Nomics
Icolink
FTX
Zeasn
Pico Interactive
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〉
〉
〉

Coinscope
Coinhunters
Coincheckup
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